Key Stage 2 Weekly Learning
Year 4 Ash and Yew

Theme: Around our Wonderful World

Week beginning: 01.06.20

Daily Activities
Wake up & Shake up

Exercise with Joe Wicks, go for a walk, run or dance.

Reading – 20 - 30 mins

Continue to enjoy reading books from home, school or online.
We have also added a new reading sheet for you to work on. This work is on the book
Varjak Paw by S.F. Said. You do not need the book – all the tasks are within the sheets
provided. This week focus on task 5.
Finding area by counting squares
Use this BBC bitesize daily lessons link to help you:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zjf2xyc
Tasks: i) Area Practise Worksheet ii) Area Driveway Maths Problem
Eat a snack, exercise or relax with some mindfulness. We have attached some mindfulness
colouring if you would like to try that.
Spend some time each week listening to your favourite author reading to you. Here is the
link to David Walliams that we thought you would enjoy.
https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/elevenses/

Maths- choose when you do
this during the week

BREAK
Tues and Thurs @11
Story time with your
favourite author
Times Tables 15 – 20 mins

You could try one of these dance along videos to current pop songs.

Log in to Times Table Rockstars. Play Hit the Button: focus on x table and division facts.

Spelling- 15-20 mins

Practise your Common Exception Words using the different strategies (attached below)

Writing- 20-30 mins

Spot the mistakes: Can you correct all the spelling and punctuation mistakes on the
postcards attached?
This term our value is Co-operation.
What does this word mean to you and your family?

Our School Value

Create a poster to show what it means to you. Include
some pictures illustrating your ideas.

These are the Key Skills that we are teaching in Year 4. They are the skills we work on across the school year. Please
continue to help and support your child at home with their learning and include these key skills wherever possible and
relevant.

Key Mathematical skills
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Times table facts to 12x12 and
related division facts.
Count in 6’s, 7’s, 9’s, 25’s and
1000’s
Recognise place value in a 4-digit
number.
Order numbers to 1000
Round a number to the nearest 10,
100 or 1000
Multiply multiples of 10 and 100.
EG: 20 x 3, 400 x7, 20 x30,
Use a written method for
addition, subtraction and
multiplication (up to 4 digits).

Key Reading skills
•
•
•
•
•

•

Apply phonics knowledge and skills to
decode words.
Explaining the meaning of key vocabulary
within the context of the text.
Predict what might happen next using clues
from the text.
Retrieve key facts from a text.
Make inferences using evidence from the
text. (E.g.: I think she is upset or angry
because she slammed the door)
https://www.onceuponapicture.co.uk/thecollections/the-inference-collection/ is
excellent for practising this tricky skill.
Summarise main points and discuss what
has been read.

Key Writing skills
• Capital letters at the start of a
sentence and for proper nouns.
• Accurate use of full stops ! or ?
at the end of a sentence.
• Neat, joined handwriting
• Use speech marks to punctuate
direct speech.
• Use the correct tense
consistently throughout a piece
of writing.
• Use 1st and 3rd person correctly.
• Use expanded noun phrases to
add more detail. EG: The big,
brown dog. A soft, fluffy pillow.
• Use fronted adverbials
punctuated with a comma after
them. E.g.: Later that day, I went
to see my friend. Slowly, she
crept into the deserted house.

Geography

Weekly Activities
PSHE

Our new Theme this term is ‘Around our wonderful world’.
There are so many wonderful places in our world and we
shall be virtually visiting some of them over this term.
Our first trip is to the Arctic. We would like you to
research different aspects of the Arctic Circle – please
see the attached resource sheet for help if you need it.
You can present your research however you choose to.

Fun fact: The North Pole is in the Arctic Circle and is
home to Father Christmas!
Fun Fact: Miss Wylie has visited the Arctic Circle and it is
verrrry

Our new puzzle piece this term is called Changing Me.
Piece (lesson) 1 is all about understanding that some of your
characteristics have come from your birth parents and that
you are a truly unique human being.
Using the attached Parents and Children Puzzle (you may
complete this on your own piece of paper):
i)
write in the box by each parent the characteristics
they have (eye colour, hair colour, freckles or not,
curly hair or straight hair).
ii)
Then think about what these parent’s children might
look like, inheriting one characteristic from each
parent.
iii)
Work through the example on the worksheet for
Child 1; they have inherited blue eyes from the
mother, brown hair from the father, freckles from
the mother, and curly hair from the father.
iv)
Decide on the gender (male/female) for child 2 and
child 3.
v)
Draw what the other children might look like in this
family choosing eye colour, hair colour, freckles (or
not) and curly/ straight hair
each time.

Please share with us via email or Twitter.
Marvellous Me badges will be awarded!

Please share with us via email or Twitter.
Marvellous Me badges will be awarded!

Science

RE

CREATE YOUR OWN SPECIES

This term we will be learning about Sacred Texts and
Stories.
This week we are learning about two stories from Sikhism

This is an opportunity
for you to get really
creative!
You may use the attached resources (YOU DON’T HAVE
TO BUT IT MAY HELP) and/or the power of your
imaginations to create your own species.
Things to include:

A drawing of your special species

Its scientific and common name

A paragraph giving the reasons for its adaptations and
a description of its habitat (aim for around 50 words).
Attached resources:
Guide to special species & Special species cards
(use together)
Children’s examples of species (to give you an
idea).
Please share these with us via email or Twitter
– we would love to see!
Marvellous Me badges will be awarded!

called The Milk and the Jasmine Flower and Duni Chand
and the Silver Needle.
Watch the stories here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCVzaDGx5DM
Now consider and discuss with your family the following
questions:
1. Would you be able to give up your belongings like
Duni Chand?
2. What else could Duni Chand do with his wealth to
help others?
3. What is the meaning of equality? Is anyone more
important than anyone else?
If you’re feeling creative you could try drawing your own
Jasmine flower or make a paper one.
There are plenty of tutorials online.
Please share these with us via email or Twitter
– we would love to see!
Marvellous Me badges will be awarded!

Counting Squares
1. Brad the Builder is designing a driveway.
The customer has decided that they want to use a combination of bricks A, B and C to
fill their drive.
Brad knows that the drive has a total area of 30 squares and is a rectilinear shape.

I need to make sure the combination
of bricks that I choose covers the
whole area of the drive!
Brick A

Brick B

Brick C

Investigate the different combinations of bricks A, B and C that can be used to cover
the driveway. You can rotate the bricks to fit in the shape.

Visit
© Classroom Secrets Limited 2020

kids.classroomsecrets.co.uk for online games to support learning.

Join our

Group: Coronavirus Home Learning Support for Teachers and Parents

Unit 7: Measure – area, Lesson 3

Think together
1

Find the areas of these three rectangles by counting the squares.

A

A=

2

squares

B

B=

C

squares

C=

Work out the areas of these two rectilinear
shapes.
A

A=

B

squares

B=

squares

A rectilinear shape
is a shape with
straight sides that
always meet at right
angles. Squares
and rectangles are
rectilinear shapes.

squares
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Unit 7: Measure – area, Lesson 3

3

Explain to a partner how you would calculate the area
of the shaded shape.

I found the area of this
shape by counting squares.

The area of this shape is

I needed to use
subtraction!

squares.

➜ Practice book 4B p60
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Guide to using the Special Species card game
Carl Linnaeus began the long-standing tradition of giving every species a twopart name (binomial) using Latin. When a scientist discovers a new species,
they get to pick the second half of its name which we call its species name.

Instructions

Cards can be combined in many ways, but here’s a good place to start!
1. Ask the participants to pick a red, blue and purple card.
2. Using these cards, think about what your species could look like and create
a drawing.
3. After drawing the species, be sure to give it its scientific name using the
Latin on the back of the cards. You can put the words in any order and add
letters to make the name sound better (see ‘Rhinoceros’ below).
4. For extra fun, you can add a green or orange card to add more depth to the
description.

Colour Key
Species type

e.g. vulp - fox

Directional

e.g. basi - at the bottom

Adjective

e.g. brachy - short

Colour/Number

e.g. alb - white

Body part/feature

e.g. ceph - hair

Examples of real species names:
Rhinoceros unicornis

Canis lupus

rhin

cera

uni

cornu

cani

lupus

nose

horn

one

horn

dog

wolf

Steptococcus pyogenes

Coccinella septempunctata
septem
coccinella

septem

puncta

strep

septem
coccu

septem
pyo

septem
genes

seven
scarlet

seven

spots

chain

seven
balls

seven
pus

seven
produces

for more educational resources, visit www.linnean.org/learning

Musca domestica
A fly found in the house

Coronella austriaca
An Austrian snake with a crown-shaped marking on its head

Salamandra Salamandra
A salamander!

Pogona barbata
A bearded dragon with spines

Pieris brassicae
A butterfly that feeds on Pieris (a shrub) and cabbage

Lycosidae tigrosa
A ‘wolf’ spider that is fierce like a tiger

Dendrobates tinctorius azureus
A poisonous tree frog that is dyed blue
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Take 5: Ideas for Independent/Home Learning
Varjak Paw by S.F. Said, illustrated by Dave McKean (Corgi)
1. Explore it
Read this story opening. You might want to hear it read aloud as well as reading it for yourself.

Talk about how this story opening makes you feel and what you like or dislike about it. Does it remind you of
anything you know in stories or real life? How? Think about how it is written. What parts of this really stick
in your mind? Which words and phrases do you like the best? What do you like about them? Do they look or
sound interesting? Do they help you make a picture in your mind? What do other people think?

2. Illustrate it
After you have read it a few times, take a pen or pencil and a bit of scrap paper. You can use the back of an
old envelope or cereal packet; whatever is to hand. Draw what you see in your imagination. It can be shapes
or shading - anything that captures the place and the mood of this story opening. Maybe other people in
your family want to draw what they imagine as well. Remember, everyone has their own ideas and imagines
things their own way. This is a good thing!
To get started, ask yourself: Where does this story begin? What happens? How do you know? How does it
make me feel? How can I show this in a drawing?
Re-read the opening and write some words and phrases that have helped you make your picture. Share
what you have drawn with someone else: Why have you chosen to draw it this way? Which words and
phrases helped you make a picture?

3. Talk about it
Look at the front cover of the book.

©The Centre for Literacy in Primary Education.
You may use this resource freely in your home or school but it cannot be commercially published or reproduced or used for anything other than
educational purposes without the express permission of CLPE.

How do you think Varjak Paw is feeling? What might he be thinking? How do you know? What might he be
looking at? What might have happened just before this image? What might be about to happen? What could
‘This cat must learn to fight.’ mean? What does the cover make you think the story will be about?

4. Imagine it

Look at this picture from inside the first chapter. What further detail does the picture give you about
Varjak’s life? Why do you think Varjak is shown staring at the cat flap? How do you think he feels in this
moment? What do you imagine is outside the cat flap?
Can you imagine what it might be like for a cat to be stuck inside all the time? How does it feel for you
when you can’t get outside? What do you do to keep yourself busy and entertained when you are stuck
inside? How do these things help you?

5. Create it
Can you imagine what would happen if Varjak took the risk and left the house? What do you think would
happen?
Draw and write your story ideas, trying out different ideas. Remember to use stories you already know and
like for ideas. You could even publish your story in a handmade book by folding a piece of paper or on the
computer, ready to share it with your teacher or your friends and family.

The Arctic Circle
Use the following points to help
you research different aspects
of The Arctic Circle. Present
your work however you choose to.

1)

Arctic climate.

2)

Arctic people.

3)

Arctic wildlife.

4)

Arctic explorers.

5)

6)

Countries that are partly in the
Arctic Circle.

Fun/interesting facts or ‘Did you know?’
facts about the Arctic Circle.

Y3 –Y6 Spanish Work Summer 2 Wk 1 – 01.06.20
This is such a big homework I’m giving you another week to
send me your photos and recipes. They are flooding in from
Spain. Don’t let me down Cherry Tree.
Send Recipes to gcocks@cherrytree.herts.sch.uk
I need your help to complete the work for our international
project. You can do this work in any language you like.
I’m looking for traditional recipes from the different
cultures at Cherry Tree to share with our Spanish friends.
I was hoping for things like, homemade fish and chips,
Lancashire hot pot, Toad in the Hold, Yorkshire puddings,
Shepherd’s pie, cottage pie, Full English breakfasts…I am
also looking forward to recipes I do not know like…
Scottish Haggis, Indian Daal or Saag Aloo, Kenyan Irio,
Polish Barszcz, Romania Sarmale, Jamaican Bammy bread,
In fact anything you would like to share internationally.

If you could include any ingredients we grow on our school
allotment that would be even better but not essential. The
vegetables or herbs we are growing are…
Broccoli

cucumber

tomatoes

garlic

Chives

courgette

onions

spring onions

Beetroot

sweetcorn

wheat

lettuce

Carrots

beans

French beans

I want to put recipes into a book and print two copies one
for our school and one for the Atalia. So if you would like to
include photos of yourself cooking the food you can. (You
must have permission from your parents for photos to be
published or you could just take photos of the equipment
used and your hands doing the cooking.)

Send your photos and recipes to
gcocks@cherrytree.herts.sch.uk

Here are two examples I have prepared.

Word Document

Theo’s Pizza


Ingredients
















400g strong white
bread flour
3.5g dried yeast
1/2 tsp salt
1/2 tsp sugar
250ml warm water
2 tsp olive oil
400g tinned plum
tomatoes
100g mozzarella
cheese
Some black olives
Fresh basil




Method








Put flour salt sugar
and yeast in a bowl,
add the warm water
and olive oil slowly.
Mix together until
the dough becomes
sticky.
Knead the dough and
then set aside for
half an hour in a
warm place to rise.







Preheat the oven to
gas mark 2200C
After the dough has
risen it can be
divided into two to
make two pizzas.
Stetch and flatten
the dough.
Drain the tomatoes,
chop and spread
them over the base.
Then sprinkle
chopped olives and
mozerella cheese.
Ask an adult to put
it in the oven for 10
mins.
Enjoy!

Miss Cocks’ English Tea Scones












Ingredients
225g/8oz self
raising flour
pinch of salt
55g/2oz butter
25g/1oz caster sugar
150ml/5fl oz milk
1 free-range egg,
beaten, to glaze
(alternatively use a
little milk)

Method
1. Heat the oven to 220C/200C Fan/Gas 7 and lightly
grease a baking tray.
2. Mix together the flour and salt and rub in the butter.
Stir in the sugar and then the milk to get a soft dough.
3. Turn on to a floured work surface and knead very
lightly. Pat out to a round 2cm/¾in thick. Use a 5cm/2in
cutter to stamp out rounds and place on the baking
tray. Lightly knead together the rest of the dough and
stamp out more scones to use it all up.
4. Brush the tops of the scones with the beaten egg. Bake
for 12-15 minutes, or until well risen and golden-brown.
5. Cool on a wire rack and serve with butter and good jam
and maybe some clotted cream.

